CROSSWORD CLUES

ACROSS
1. Verdant garland that seniors carry
5. Lower Lake float celebration
8. Color of the Lion
11. Name that tune, 'Oh, Mount Holyoke, we pay thee devotion'
12. Enjoy a picnic here on Reunion/Commencement weekend
13. Steps used for class photos
14. Color of the Pegasus
15. Color of the Owl
16. A cappella group on campus
18. Music during parade
20. Reunion headquarters
22. Loyalty headquarters
23. Color of the Sphinx
24. A fun way to get around during Reunion – just don’t take them on the main roads
25. What alums hold high during the parade
26. Color of the Griffin

DOWN
2. Class histories are read during this event
3. Name that tune, 'As we go marching, marching…'
4. Color of parade clothing
6. What alums read first in the Quarterly
7. The destination for both ice cream and Laurel
9. Name of the Goose in lower lake
10. Name that tune, 'Tired of books and boring classes'
17. Founder of Mount Holyoke College
19. Name of MHC mascot
21. Color of the Phoenix